
Draw 5 or more cubes from the bag.

If you draw 3 Red cubes, you have overdrawn.

Count the number of cubes you have drawn and advance.

Use Fuji cards. (Optional. No limit to the number of cards used.)

Draw a Fuji card from the deck.

If the total value of your Fuji cards reaches 7, you 
have overdrawn.

  "Act Again"     or     "Do Not Act Again"

1. [Act]

2. [Danger]

3. [Move]

4. [Effect]

5. [Discovery]

6. [Crisis]

7. [Determination]

+

Initial cubes

End your turn.

Used Yellow Cube AreaUsed Yellow Cube AreaRed Cube AreaRed Cube Area

Overdrawing Discard all the cards.

Place transparent cubes (from the Pagoda) on Fuji cards.Put all the cubes back into the bag except for:
・Yellow and Red cubes on your summary sheet, and

・Transparent cubes placed on Fuji cards.
Move your player token.

Overdrawing

×6 ×4 ×3
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